
1- INTRODUCTION

BALANCE NETWORK TOKEN

2- PLATFORM FEATURES

3- TOKEN USE CASES

4- TOKEN SUPPLY

Balance Network is a blockchain platform that provides users with a comprehensive suite of applications in one place. 
The platform is built on the BNB Chain and offers a centralized exchange, a DEX, an NFT marketplace, a launchpad, and 
multi-chain wallet. The platform is designed to be user-friendly and offers a seamless experience for users.

Balance Network offers a wide range of features to its users. These include:



 Balance Network's centralized exchange allows users to trade a variety of cryptocurrencies. The 
exchange is designed to be easy to use and offers low fees while offering advanced trading features such as limit-
market orders, stop-loss orders, and margin trading. The CEX is regulated and compliant with global standards to ensure 
a safe and transparent trading environment for users.



 The DEX on Balance Network is built on a decentralized infrastructure that allows for trustful 
peer-to-peer transactions without the need for intermediaries. It leverages an automated market maker (AMM) model to 
enable users to swap tokens with minimal slippage. The DEX on Balance Network is designed to be fast, secure, and 
efficient, and it supports a wide range of tokens and trading pairs.



 Balance Network offers a range of DeFi-protocols that allow users to earn interest on their BLN tokens. 
The protocols include liquidity pools, yield farming, and more.



 The NFT marketplace enables users to buy, sell, and trade unique digital collectibles. It leverages 
blockchain technology to ensure the authenticity and ownership of these assets, enabling users to trade them securely 
and transparently.



 Launchpad allows new projects to raise funds and launch their tokens on the platform. The launchpad within 
Balance Network designed to provide a seamless and secure fundraising experience for new projects, while also 
providing investors with access to new and promising investment opportunities.



 Balance Network offers a multi-chain wallet for users’ web3 experience. These include mobile 
wallets and browser extension.
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Decentralized Exchange:
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The BLN token is a utility token used on the Balance Network platform. The token has a variety of use cases, including:



 BLN tokens are used for commission payments and trading fee discounts on the centralized 
exchange.



 BLN tokens are used for yield farming and liquidity provision on the Balance Network DEX.



 BLN tokens are used for determining which tier user is in and let users have more allocation according to 
their tiers, which increases with the amount of BLN tokens user holds.



 BLN tokens are used for NFT Staking and loyalty points on the NFT marketplace.

Centralized Exchange:

DeFi Protocols:

Launchpad:

NFT Marketplace:

The total supply of BLN tokens is 200 million. The tokens will be released in a predetermined rate and process.

5- ROADMAP

6- CONCLUSION

Balance Network's roadmap includes the development and launch of several new features, including a decentralized 
exchange, a cross-chain bridge, NFT marketplace, multi-chain wallet and more. The platform will also focus on 
expanding its user base and increasing adoption of the BLN token.

Balance Network is a comprehensive blockchain platform that offers users a range of applications in one place. The 
platform is designed to be user-friendly and offers low fees. The BLN token is a utility token used on the platform and 
has a variety of use cases. The platform's roadmap includes the development of new features and increasing adoption of 
the BLN token.
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Contract Address: 0x5Cf8eA4278f689B301C4a17DdCa9D5ec8b0B0511

https://bscscan.com/address/0x5Cf8eA4278f689B301C4a17DdCa9D5ec8b0B0511

